Abstract. We consider the surface-tension-driven evolution of a thin two-dimensional sheet of viscous fluid whose ends are held a fixed distance apart. We find that the evolution is governed by a nonlocal nonlinear partial differential equation, which may be transformed, via a suitable change of time variable, to a simple linear equation. This possesses an interesting dispersion relation which indicates that it is well posed whether solved forwards or backwards in time, enabling us to determine which initial shapes will evolve to a given shape at a later time. We demonstrate that our model may be used to describe the global evolution of a viscida containing small regions of high curvature, and proceed to investigate the evolution of a profile which contains a corner. We show that the corner is not smoothed out but persists for forward and inverse time. The introduction of a pressure differential across the free surfaces is shown to provide a method of controlling the shape evolution. 1. Introduction. In this paper we study the evolution of a viscous fluid occupying a two-dimensional domain whose inverse aspect ratio is small so that it may be described as a thin viscous sheet or viscida [1, 2] . In addition, we suppose that the dimensionless curvature is of the same order as so that the viscida is almost flat. We examine how such a viscida evolves either under the action of surface tension alone or with an applied pressure difference, while the ends are simply held in position. The small parameter is exploited through a systematic asymptotic analysis of the problem.
Introduction.
In this paper we study the evolution of a viscous fluid occupying a two-dimensional domain whose inverse aspect ratio is small so that it may be described as a thin viscous sheet or viscida [1, 2] . In addition, we suppose that the dimensionless curvature is of the same order as so that the viscida is almost flat. We examine how such a viscida evolves either under the action of surface tension alone or with an applied pressure difference, while the ends are simply held in position. The small parameter is exploited through a systematic asymptotic analysis of the problem.
There have be en many investigations into the evolution of two-dimensional viscous sheets. In particular, Buckmaster, Nachman, and Ting [1] consider the buckling of a viscida when the ends are moved towards each other. The cases where the sheet curvature is small and order one are both considered, and the effects of surface tension are included in [2] . Many of the results of the perturbative analysis followed in this paper are also obtained in [1] and [2] . However, here we follow a more systematic approach based on asymptotic analysis of the governing Stokes equations and boundary conditions, without using any ad hoc kinematic assumptions. At the same time, we incorporate an applied pressure drop across the viscida.
The relevance of the stretching of a thin viscida to the drawing of glass sheets is investigated in [11] , and comparisons may be made between those results and ours concerning the evolution of a viscida with clamped ends. Van de Fliert, Howell, and Ockendon [3] examine the stretching of a two-dimensional viscida under an applied pressure, motivated by the formation of bottles by glass blowing, while the influence of gravity is addressed in [10] .
There are two distinct timescales over which a viscous sheet evolves [6] : a short bending timescale on which the center-line relaxes to a straight line, while the thickness remains unchanged; and a longer stretching timescale over which the thickness evolves. When a pressure differential is applied, there are similarly two distinguished limits.
A sufficiently high applied pressure will cause a viscida to form a circular arc and then undergo viscous stretching. In this paper we are concerned with the shorttimescale low-pressure regime in which the applied pressure affects only the bending. A uniformly valid theory which incorporates the effects of an applied pressure on both the stretching and bending of a viscida is considered by Ribe [7] . Our study is motivated by the fabrication of glass tubing with a square or rectangular cross-sectional profile. In a typical process, molten glass is fed through a die and the cross-section evolves under the action of surface tension and internal pressurization to produce the desired final tube profile as illustrated in Figure 1 .1. The resulting tubing has many applications, for example, as bottles in the medical industry and for square optical fibers [12, 13] .
It has been shown in [5] that the evolution of the tube cross-section with axial position may be described by the time evolution of a two-dimensional closed viscida when expressed in a suitably Lagrangian scaled coordinate system. The two-dimensional evolution of such a viscida is considered in [4] . Here we consider a prototype problem, namely, the evolution of a viscida whose ends are held a fixed distance apart. This allows us to draw conclusions on how we might expect a corner region to evolve in the tube-drawing process and sheds light on the crucial inverse problem of determining the initial shape required to evolve into some desired final configuration.
We begin in section 2 by stating the governing equations. By integrating across the viscida, we obtain three global equations representing net force and torque balances. Closure relations for these are obtained in section 3 by nondimensionalizing the equations and taking an asymptotic limit as tends to zero. We thus obtain an evolution equation for the center-line of the viscida. We find that the introduction of a new time variable allows us to write down the solution explicitly and recover the real time variable a posteriori via an algebraic relation.
We are particularly interested in the evolution of a viscida containing a corner. To validate our model in such a regime, we first consider a profile with a small region of high, but finite, curvature. We increase the curvature so that the profile approaches a corner configuration and find that this does not generate any adverse effects on the global profile evolution. We infer that our small-curvature model may be used to describe the global evolution of a viscida containing isolated regions of high curvature. The local motion near such a corner is described by the full two-dimensional Stokes equations but does not influence the global sheet evolution in which we are interested.
A fortuitous consequence of our asymptotic limit is the elimination of highwavenumber disturbances so that the problem is well posed for both forward and inverse time. This allows us to determine the profile which would generate a corner in the viscida at a later time. A further surprising result is that, on the timescale of interest, an initial corner persists both for forward and inverse time and is not smoothed out as we might have anticipated.
We then investigate the effect of applying a pressure differential across the viscida in section 5. This removes the existence of a simple analytic solution, but the equations are easily solved using a numerical time-stepping scheme. We find that many of the important features are retained, in particular the well posedness for inverse time and the persistence of corners, but that the inclusion of such a pressure difference allows for additional control on the viscida evolution.
In section 6, we examine the linear stability of a viscida of small but finite thickness. This demonstrates that the full two-dimensional Stokes flow model is ill posed as an inverse problem, and explains how it is regularized by taking our thin-film limit. Finally, in section 7, we discuss the implications of our results and draw analogies between the paradigm problem considered here and the manufacture of polygonal glass tubing.
2. Governing equations and boundary conditions. We use a Cartesian coordinate system (x, y), denoting the position of the center-line at time t by y = H(x, t) and the thickness of the sheet by h(x, t), so that the upper and lower surfaces lie at y = H ± h/2, respectively.
We consider a sheet which lies in the range 0 ≤ x ≤ L = constant, so the center-line length is given by
The curvatures of the center-line κ(x, t) and of the upper and lower surfaces κ ± (x, t) are given by
We neglect inertia and body forces so that the governing equations for the fluid where u = (u, v) denotes the fluid velocity. For an incompressible Newtonian fluid, the stress components are given by (2.6)
where p represents the fluid pressure and μ is the dynamic viscosity, which we assume to be constant. The kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions on the surfaces of the viscida are, respectively,
on y = H ± h/2, where γ is the coefficient of surface tension and Δp is the pressure difference across the sheet, which we assume to be spatially uniform. A positive value of Δp represents pressurization from below. The problem is closed by specifying the initial shape of the viscida and boundary conditions at each end, for example, simplysupporting the ends or clamping them at constant angles. A schematic diagram of the set-up is shown in Figure 2 .1.
It is advantageous to use the following: global force balances in the x-and ydirections, obtained by integration of (2.4) and (2.5) over the thickness of the sheet and use of (2.8) and (2.9); and a global torque balance obtained by multiplying (2.4) by y before integrating across the sheet. The resulting equations may be written as
which represent, respectively, the total tension, shear, and bending moment in the viscida, due to both viscous and surface tension effects.
We emphasize that no approximations have been employed thus far and hence (2.10)-(2.12) are exact for two-dimensional Stokes flow. However, they are underdetermined, and it remains to derive an evolution equation for the viscida thickness h and a constitutive relation for the bending moment M. This will be done in the following section by nondimensionalizing the equations and exploiting the smallness of the inverse aspect ratio .
Perturbative analysis.
3.1. Nondimensionalization. We suppose that the curvatures are of order /L, while the timescale for center-line motion is fixed by a balance between surface tension and viscosity. The y-velocity scale is fixed by the kinematic boundary condition to provide nonzero leading-order sheet motion. Thus we set
while the components of the stress tensor and total tensions and bending moment are nondimensionalized via
where the scalings have been chosen to ensure that all terms are nonzero at leading order. For a molten glass viscida held a distance L = 10 cm apart with an inverse aspect ratio of = 0.1, viscosity μ = 10 6 N s −1 , and γ = 0.3 Nm −1 , a typical timescale of evolution is of the order of 10 2 s.
Distinguished limit.
Before we can pose asymptotic expansions for the dependent variables, we have to decide how to scale the applied pressure, and it transpires that there are two distinguished limits. Here we will assume that the dimensionless pressure drop
is an order-one parameter. With this choice, changes in the shape of the viscida are influenced by both applied pressure and surface tension, but we will find that the pressure then has no effect on the thickness of the viscida. Choosing the applied pressure to be larger by a factor of O(1/ 2 ) induces stretching of the viscida but forces it instantaneously to form a circular arc. Such a scenario is considered in the order-one-curvature regime in [3] . A model which incorporates an applied pressure that affects both stretching and bending in a viscida is considered in [7] .
Having chosen the appropriate scaling for the applied pressure, we now expand all dependent variables as regular parameter expansions of the form
Below we just present the resulting leading-order equations, dropping the superscript (0) for clarity of notation.
Leading-order analysis.
The global force and torque balances (2.10)-(2.12) at leading order imply that (3.5)
where A = A(t). Equation (3.5) is the generalization of the governing equation obtained in [1] to account for an applied pressure. We adopt a similar approach to [1] and use our systematic perturbative analysis to produce functional relations for both M and A in terms of H so that (3.5) becomes the evolution equation for the center-line of the sheet. Leading-order analysis of the governing equations (2.3)-(2.5) and boundary conditions (2.7)-(2.9) gives
u(x, y, t) dy is the average leading-order horizontal sheet velocity. Equation (3.6) informs us that the thickness of the viscida is conserved on this timescale. In addition, as expected by mass conservation, the leading-order sheet length L = 1 by (2.1). Equation (3.8) indicates that the fluid velocity is a linear function of y. The u and H xt (H − y) terms correspond to extensional and bending components, respectively. Thus in this asymptotic model both stretching and bending effects are important in the sheet evolution. Analysis of the governing equations at second order in provides leading-order expressions for the tension and bending moment, namely,
The bracketed term in the leading-order tension (3.10) represents the contribution due to viscous stretching, while the surface tension appears as the final (constant) term. The bending moment (3.11), however, is unchanged from [2] , indicating that, to leading order, surface tension manifests itself only in the total tension, and does not affect the bending moment.
A uniformly thick viscida.
Henceforth we consider a viscida whose thickness is initially uniform. Then (3.6) implies that h is constant for all t, and if we define specifically as the ratio of initial sheet thickness to length, then h(x, t) ≡ 1. We fix u(0, t) = 0, eliminating rigid-body translations in the x-direction, and u(1, t) = 0 since the viscida is fixed at x = 1. Integration of (3.10) then gives
where dL (1) /dt is the lowest-order rate of change of sheet length (recalling that L (0) ≡ 1), and represents the viscous contribution to the total tension in the sheet. Substituting for the leading-order bending moment (3.11) in (3.5) gives
Equations (3.12) and (3.13) form a set of coupled equations for A and H, which may be combined to give the nonlinear, nonlocal evolution equation
for the center-line of the sheet. When P < 0, (3.13) also describes the sagging of a small-curvature viscida under the influence of gravity [10] . This system requires four boundary conditions and one initial condition. We assume that the ends are held at fixed positions so that
The final two boundary conditions may be zero bending moment, or simple support, that is,
clamped ends at constant angle
or some combination of the above.
4. Zero applied pressure.
Problem transformation.
We apply the change of variable
which, after use of (3.12), gives
When P = 0, (3.13) is then transformed to
for profiles that are either simply supported or clamped, (4.1) defines a one-to-one relationship between τ and t.
As we will shortly demonstrate, (4.3) is readily solved, for example, by separation of variables, and the tension is obtained from (3.12) in the form
, while (3.12) and (4.1) provide the sheet length
Equation (4.2) is then used to recover the physical time and complete the solution.
A simply supported viscida.
To begin with, we will consider the case where the ends of the viscida are simply-supported. Integrating (4.3) and applying the conditions (3.15) and (3.16) gives the equation
This has solution
where
is a Green's function, defined to satisfy
The relation between τ and t is then given by (4.2) as
and (4.5) gives the total tension We observe that, as t → ∞, H → 0 exponentially, although nonuniformly, with higher modes decaying more slowly. This implies that our model is well posed whether solved forwards or backwards in time. Positive values of τ in (4.8) correspond to the forward problem of specifying an initial shape and then following its evolution. Negative values of τ give solutions to the inverse problem of specifying the final shape and then determining the required initial condition. This is particularly relevant in the context of glass tube manufacture, where the aim is to find the die shape needed to generate a desired final tube cross-section.
In contrast, two-dimensional surface-tension-driven Stokes flow is certainly ill posed as an inverse problem. This is confirmed in section 6, where we derive the dispersion relation for a viscida of finite thickness and show how the high wavenumbers are eliminated as the inverse aspect ratio tends to zero.
Motivated by the problem of producing glass tubing containing corners, we begin by considering the initial configuration (4.13) 
We illustrate the effect of decreasing b in Figure 4 .2, and observe that doing so causes no significant effect on the global behavior of the viscida. We infer that although our small-curvature analysis is not applicable near a corner region, it describes the global behavior of an initial configuration containing small regions of high curvature. To obtain the "inner" solution in such regions requires consideration of the full Stokes equations, the matching condition for which would be provided by our "outer" solution.
Reassured by this argument, we henceforth focus only on the initial set-up (4.13) where b = 0, and the initial configuration is given by
In this case, the solution is simply
with (4.11) and (4.12) giving negative, initially at the extremities as the angle made between the ends and the xaxis passes through zero. This "sagging" feature eventually meets with the competing effect of sheet shrinkage, resulting in the parts of the viscida lying below the x-axis being drawn toward the axis again as the viscida approaches a straight line joining the two ends. As a result, the angle made between the x-axis and the viscida at x = 0 increases again. Consequently, there exists a specific time at which a minimum y-value in the viscida is attained (at which time the gradient at x = 0 is also a minimum). In addition, as we would expect, the rate of change in the profile evolution decreases as time increases and the profile tends towards the final straight configuration. This is highlighted by the increase in magnitude between consecutive time steps. The corner at x = a appears to persist as the viscida evolves; we investigate this observation further in the following section.
In Figure 4 .3(b) the evolution of the profile (4.16) with inverse time is considered. Unlike the forward-time analysis, we take equal time steps, and the sheet length appears to increase at a constant rate. Again, the corner evidently persists; indeed we would not expect a discontinuity in the gradient to appear with forward time if we began with a smooth sheet. Equation (4.12) shows that the total tension in the sheet is positive for all time, and so (3.12) implies that the leading-order rate of change of sheet length is constrained by the inequality
Since dL/dt represents the viscous contribution to the tension in the viscida, we conclude that for large positive time the viscous tension will become negligible and so the surface tension dominates. Conversely, for inverse time the viscous tension will become increasingly negative, tending towards a maximum value equal and opposite to the surface tension contribution as t → −∞, so the total sheet tension tends to zero. These features are shown in the graph of A versus t in Figure 4 .4.
Persistence of the corner.
To examine the behavior near the corner we write (4.9) in the form where z = x − a. Let us consider the first summation, say, S(z, τ). Near the corner, |z| 1 and we may decompose S into the early terms, where n = O (1) and we can Taylor-expand the cosine, and the late terms where n = O (1/|z|) so we can expand the exponential. Thus we may write
where m is an integer parameter satisfying 1 m 1/|z|. The second series in (4.21) may be approximated as an integral using as z → 0. Now using this result in (4.21), letting m → ∞ and zm → 0, we find that
(4.24)
When τ = 0, we recognize (4.21) as the 2-periodic Fourier series of the function
and indeed when τ = 0, the first series in (4.24) is equal to 1/6 and the final series is zero, so (4.24) reproduces (4.25). As τ increases, (4.24) shows that the corner at z = 0 is exactly conserved.
Following an identical approach for the second summation in (4.20) provides
as z → 0. This shows that the corner singularity in Green's function persists for both forward and inverse time and therefore, using (4.8) , that any corners in the profile H will likewise persist for both forward and inverse time. This is true for the solution (4.16) and indeed for any solution of (4.7) with a discontinuity in gradient, since
When 0 < a < 1/2 for forward time, the second series in (4.26) tends to zero and so the profile rotates such that it becomes locally symmetric about z = 0 as shown in Figure 4 .5(a). When a = 1/2, the second series is identically zero, and continuing the series to O(z 2 ) in this symmetric case yields
Let us examine how the terms in (4.28) behave as τ → ∞. The leading term is
and so the profile height decays algebraically as τ → ∞. Similarly, we can estimate the curvature of G at z = 0 using
By substituting (4.29) and (4.30) into (4.28), we see that our small-z approximation becomes nonuniform when τ = O(z −2 ). Furthermore, as τ → ∞, G → 0 except for a small region near z = 0 where the dominant behavior will occur. This motivates us in section 4.4 to seek a uniformly valid approximation for G in the large-time limit.
Large-time behavior.
Motivated by the previous discussion, we perform the rescaling
to find a uniformly valid approximation to (4.20) in the large positive-time limit. To lowest order, the second alternating sum may be neglected, and so
The leading-order behavior of (4.32) as τ → ∞ is
and 0 F 2 denotes a generalized hypergeometric function [9] .
In Figure 4 .6, we compare the asymptotic prediction (4.33) with the exact expression for G from (4.20), expressed in similarity variables, when a = 1/3. As predicted in the previous section, G becomes symmetric about η = 0 and the dominant behavior is confined near to η = 0. The approximation (4.33) becomes increasingly accurate as τ increases, and the nonsmooth behavior near η = 0 is captured well. The correct behavior away from η = 0 is obtained once τ is sufficiently large for the exponentially small corrections to have decayed.
The function f (η) goes like Therefore the behavior near the corner is
while for large η, since f decays exponentially, (4.36) is replaced by an exponentially small outer approximation. Equation (4.36) indicates that the magnitude of G decreases algebraically while G becomes symmetric about x = a as τ → ∞, and the magnitude of the angle is conserved for large time, corroborating the prediction made by (4.26).
In Figure 4 .7 we compare the exact solution for the particular example (4.16) when H 0 = 1/2 and a = 1/2 with the large positive-τ limit (4.34) when τ = 50, 100, 200. Evidently the behavior near x = a is approximated very well, although the slow decay of 1/ √ τ means that large values of τ are required to obtain good accuracy across the whole domain.
One interesting prediction of the asymptotic approximation (4.33) is that the viscida will eventually cross the x-axis an infinite number of times as τ increases. We can estimate the number N of zeros of H between (say) x = 0 and x = 1/2 by counting the zeros of (4.35b) between η = 0 and η = √ τ /2, that is,
This means that the number of zeros grows very slowly with τ ; for example, τ 450 for there to be three zeros.
As τ → −∞, the first term in the series (4.9) dominates, and so which predicts that the profile (4.16) will become symmetric for large negative time, regardless of the value of a. This is indeed observed to be the case when we consider We remark on the excellent agreement for relatively small times. However, while (4.38) captures the general profile shape, in discarding the highwavenumber terms we lose the local information near the corner. For large negative time the corner now represents only a small perturbation to the overall profile. The local behavior near the corner may be captured by a similarity solution in an analogous manner to the large positive-time analysis above.
Analysis of the asymptotic behavior of (4.17) as t → ±∞ gives
and so (4.6) implies
We plot the approximations (4.39) and (4.40) when H 0 = 1/2 and a = 1/2 alongside the actual result (4.17) in Figure 4 .9, and observe good agreement for both forward and inverse time.
A clamped viscida.
We now consider the case where the ends of the viscida are clamped at zero angle, so we must solve (4.3) subject to the fixed-end constraint (3.15) plus the boundary conditions
The solution may again be written in the form
This time it is convenient to decompose G into parts that are even and odd about x = 1/2, that is, (4.45) where G e and G o possess the symmetries
Then we find that G e and G o are given by (4.48) and the eigenvalues k n are the positive solutions of the transcendental equation
The relation between τ and t is given by (4.2) as
while (4.5) provides the tension (4.51) A = 2 1 + 6 We consider the initial profile
which satisfies the clamped-end conditions (4.43) while replicating corner behavior at x = a. In the symmetric case when a = 1/2, G o is identically zero and only the symmetric part G e contributes. Here (4.44) is simply
while the relation between τ and t, (4.50), is
and the tension (4.51) reads
The evolution of such a symmetric profile is displayed in Figure 4 .10. We observe analogous behavior to the simply supported profile, specifically persistence of the corner and well posedness for inverse time.
Initial profiles whose ends are fixed at nonzero angle can also be represented in the form (4.44) with G given by (4.45). Indeed, local analysis of G near x = 0 and x = 1 reveals that which implies that the angle at each end is conserved. The fact that the separable solution may represent a solution which satisfies inhomogeneous clamped-end conditions is a result of the Gibbs phenomenon.
This result allows us to reconsider the initial corner profile (4.15), for which (4.44) gives
with G given by (4.45), while (4.2) gives (4.59) t = τ 6 + 2H
2 0
This provides the evolution of the initial corner profile (4.15) considered in section 4.2 when we fix the angles at each end. In Figure 4 .11 we investigate the evolution of such a profile when H 0 = 1/2 and a = 1/2. Unlike the simply supported set-up, the profile now remains entirely above the x-axis for all time, and we also find that evolution towards the final state occurs more slowly. As we approach the large positive-time limit, the profile still tends towards a straight line, but since the clamped-end boundary conditions are not satisfied by such a state, we observe the appearance of inner regions near the ends where the curvature is not small and near the center where the corner is maintained. We will show below how the local behavior of our model can be analyzed in these regions as in sections 4.3 and 4.4.
The tension in the sheet is
and is plotted in Figure 4 .12 for the case when H 0 = 1/2 and a = 1/2. Qualitatively similar behavior to the case where the ends were simply-supported is displayed, although variations occur more slowly, for both forward and inverse time.
Persistence of the corner.
A similar procedure to the simply supported analysis in section 4.3 provides an expression for G(x, a, τ ) local to x = a, namely, 
G(a − z, a, τ) ∼
where z = x − a and |z| 1. Hence the corner again persists for both forward and inverse time. For the initial configuration (4.15) when 0 < a < 1/2 we observe similar behavior to the simply supported profile, namely, evolution towards a symmetric configuration near the corner for positive time as the corner rotates, and formation of a symmetric profile for large negative time. In Figure 4 .13 we consider the evolution of the initial profile (4.15) when H 0 = 1/2 and a = 1/4.
When a = 1/2, since G o (x, 1/2, τ) ≡ 0, only G e contributes so the third series in (4.61) is identically zero. This indicates that for symmetric profiles given by (4.15) the corner is exactly conserved as was observed in Figure 4 .11.
Large-time approximation.
We can use trigonometric identities to write (4.47a) in the form For G o , the early terms in the series (4.47b) are exponentially small as τ → ∞, and we can simplify the later terms using the approximation
and so, just retaining the leading-order terms, we obtain (4.64)
The leading-order behavior of (4.62) and (4.64) as τ → ∞ can now be inferred in a similar manner to the simply supported case. We begin by considering the simpler case when a = 1/2 and only G e contributes. We also suppose, without loss of generality, that x lies in the interval [0, 1/2]; the symmetries (4.46) may then be used to extend our results into x > 1/2. If 0 < x < 1/2, then the cosines contribute exponentially small terms to the series (4.62), while the leading term (independent of x and a) gives
When x is close to zero, the first cosine in (4.62) becomes nonnegligible, while, recalling that we are only considering the case a = 1/2 here, we see that the final two cosines in (4.62) are equal and significant when x is close to 1/2. We therefore obtain
Using similar techniques to section 4.3, we can write (4.66) as
where f is again defined by (4.34). We compare (4.67) with the exact solution for the particular profile (4.58) when H 0 = 1/2 and a = 1/2 in Figure 4 .14. We see again that it takes some time for the exponentially small corrections to decay, but, by τ = 100, the exact and approximate solutions are virtually indistinguishable. The asymptotic structure in this case is of outer regions, where H is approximately spatially uniform, matched to inner regions near the clamped ends and the corner at the center, where the gradient changes rapidly.
Following a similar procedure for the case when a = 1/2, we find that G may be approximated by
The properties of f (η) as η → 0 and η → ∞, given by (4.35), indicate that
and therefore predicts that, as in the simply supported case, the magnitude of the angle is conserved for large time. Figure 4 .15 shows the approximate profile predicted by (4.68) for the initial configuration (4.15) with H 0 = 1/2 and a = 1/4. The approximation is not as accurate for smaller times as the symmetric case; however, when τ is suitably large, the approximate and exact solutions still lie very close together.
For large negative time, the first term in the series (4.47a) dominates, thus predicting that any initial configuration given by (4.58) will approach a symmetric final state. The approximation to H when a = 1/2 where we retain only the first term in the series is shown in Figure 4 .16. We observe good agreement as τ becomes large, although it now takes longer for the approximate and exact expression to converge than for the simply supported profile. This is because the clamped-end boundary condition is not satisfied by the asymptotic approximation where we retain only the first term in the series. Again, by retaining only the first term in the series (4.47a), we lose the local information near the corner. We may examine the asymptotic limits of (4.59) and (4.6). In the large positivetime limit we obtain
In the large negative-time limit there are two cases. If a = 1/2, then
but if a = 1/2, since q 1 (1/2) = 0, the limit in this case is
We plot the relation between τ and t, (4.59), and the asymptotic approximations as t → ±∞ when a = 1/2, (4.70) and (4.74), in Figure 4 .17. We observe that the agreement for positive time is again excellent, although the approximation for negative time is less accurate than for the simply supported viscida.
5. Nonzero applied pressure.
A simply supported profile.
We now examine the effect of applying a constant pressure difference across the viscida. In particular, we are interested in whether the corner is still maintained in this situation and to what extent a pressure difference offers control over the viscida evolution.
Applying the fixed-end and simple-support boundary conditions, (3.15) and (3.16), respectively, we may integrate the governing equation (3.13) to give
where A is again related to H by (3.12). The change of variable (4.1) no longer provides the decoupling of (3.12) and (5.1) that was achieved when P was zero. In addition, A is no longer strictly positive, and so (4.1) does not represent a one-to-one relation. However, we do find that the function τ (t) still appears in the solution.
Seeking a separable solution to (5.1) gives
with the a n determined by the initial condition. Equation (4.2) then gives an implicit relation for τ (t), namely,
Unlike the unpressurized case, t and τ are now related by an integral equation. Once τ (t) is determined, the viscida profile is given by (5.2), while the tension is given by
While we have demonstrated that, in principle, the solution may be obtained in a similar manner to that considered when P = 0, practically this is quite arduous to implement. Therefore for further analysis we solve (5.1) numerically.
By integrating (5.1) and using (3.15) and (3.16), we obtain (5.6)
and (3.12) gives where we define the average of any function ϕ(x, t) by
Now we can evaluate A at each instant using (5.7) and then use (5.6) to update H. The problem is extremely stable, and we obtained excellent convergence using an explicit Euler time-stepping scheme. Upon considering steady solutions of the system (3.12) and (5.1), we find that the order reduces by two, and there exists a unique nontrivial steady solution which satisfies the fixed-end constraint (3.15), namely,
This is the leading-order equivalent of a constant-curvature profile, and, when P < 0, is the shape assumed by a small-curvature viscida sagging under the influence of gravity [10] . In Figure 5 .1 we consider the forward time evolution of an initial corner profile given by (4.15) with H 0 = 1/2 and a = 1/2, under positive and negative applied pressures, which correspond to pressurizing the viscida from below or above, respectively. The primary difference from the unpressurized case (Figure 4.3) is that the viscida no longer relaxes to a straight line but instead evolves towards the steady solution (5.9) as t → ∞. We note, however, that, for the initial profile (4.15), H xx (x, 0) = H xx (1, t) = 0, while H xx (x) = −P/2 for (5.9), and so the simple-support conditions (3.16) are satisfied only in the case when P = 0. When P is nonzero, the profile tends towards the steady solution (5.9) except in a small region near each end, where the viscida must satisfy the simply supported boundary conditions (3.16), and near the corner at x = a. These small regions can be analyzed in a manner analogous to section 4.3. Despite this, we observe that (5.9) is an excellent approximation to the final profile configuration, even near the ends.
The persistence of the corner is still clearly evident for both positive and negative time. Application of a negative pressure now allows the entire sheet to lie below the x-axis after a given time. We also notice that the applied pressure acts with the surface-tension effects to accelerate the evolution of the profile towards its final configuration. In Figure 5 .2 we show the influence of an applied pressure on inverse time evolution. In Figure 5 .2(a) we consider a negative applied pressure P = −100, which we choose to be quite large to have a noticeable influence on the evolution. The main difference we observe is that, although the shape evolution is similar, the timescale over which it occurs is shorter since the applied pressure is also acting to evolve the viscida. We also notice that the viscida appears to evolve towards a smoother profile, with constant curvature, in an analogous manner to the forward time evolution. The profile does not relax to a steady configuration though, but instead the length continues to increase. In Figure 5 .2(b) we apply a positive pressure, and similarly, the viscida length continues to increase with time. The extent of the region over which the corner persists again appears to decrease as t becomes increasingly negative. Comparing Figure 5 .2(a) with Figure 5 .3, we notice a qualitative similarity between forward time evolution with positive pressure and inverse time evolution with a negative pressure.
The influence of the applied pressure on sheet tension is displayed in Figure 5 .4. Under positive pressurization, the initial tension increases with increasing pressure. We find that, for sufficiently large pressure, namely, P ≈ 6.0, the tension is no longer bounded between the large positive-and negative-time asymptotes but now attains maximum and minimum values at specific finite times t max and t min , respectively, whose magnitudes increase with increasing pressure. For all cases though, the tension still tends towards the same limits as the unpressurized case as t → ±∞, namely, 2 and 0.
The influence of a negative applied pressure displays many of the same features, in particular increasing extrema with increasing pressure. However, for a given magnitude in pressure, the variation in tension is more concentrated near t = 0. This is reflected in the profile evolution, where viscida motion clearly occurs more quickly under negative pressure. As P becomes increasingly negative, the tension at x = 0 decreases. The fact that the tensions are larger for forward time and smaller for inverse time when P = 0 concurs with the observation that the evolution under applied pressure will occur on a faster timescale than when no pressure is applied. We find that local extrema occur for all values of P < 0.
The result that for negative time the tension may now be negative is especially interesting. This means that the viscous contribution to the total tension is no longer constrained to being equal and opposite in magnitude to the surface-tension contribution, and the viscida changes from being under tension to under compression. Note that the applied pressure causes the profile to continue evolving even when the tension in the sheet is zero.
A clamped viscida.
We now investigate the effect of applied pressure on a clamped viscida. Integration of (3.13) and application of (3.15) and (3.17) allows us to write the system as
which may again be solved via a time-stepping scheme. As discussed earlier, (5.9) is a steady solution of (3.13) subject to (3.15), but for this solution, H x = P/4 at x = 0 and H x = −P/4 at x = 1, and therefore this profile only satisfies the equation of a viscida whose ends are clamped at these specific angles. However, as for the simply supported viscida, we still find that the viscida evolves towards the steady configuration (5.9) even when the ends are not clamped at these angles, except in boundary layers where the profile satisfies the constraint (3.17), and near the corner at x = a.
In Figure 5 .5 we apply a pressure P = 4, which corresponds to the special case where (5.9) satisfies the clamped-end conditions (3.17) when H(x, 0) is given by (4.15) with H 0 = 1/2 and a = 1/2. Here the entire profile tends towards this configuration as t → ∞.
In Figure 5 .6 we consider the forward time evolution for P = ±2. As in the unpressurized case, evolution occurs more slowly when we clamp rather than simply-support the ends. When we choose P < 0, the profile approaches the final configuration (5.9) more slowly, since the difference between the angle at each end for the steady solution (5.9) compared to the actual clamped-end conditions (3.17) is larger in the negativepressure case. We find that, due to the stronger constraint imposed by the clamped boundary conditions, (5.9) approximates the final viscida less effectively near the ends than in the simply supported case. Figure 5 .7(a) illustrates the inverse time evolution when P = −100. As for the simply supported case, we choose P to be large to produce a noticeable change from the unpressurized evolution, and again observe the profile to become more rounded with time. Applying a positive pressure in Figure 5 .7(b), we observe similar behavior to the simply supported case, although, as observed for forward time, the evolution is slowed by clamping the ends.
In Figure 5 .8 we plot the tension A versus t for various values of applied pressure P . We find that we must choose the value of the pressure to be significantly larger than that considered for a simply supported viscida to provide comparable variations in the tension. We also find that the tension takes longer to relax towards the final positive-and negative-time values.
6. Well posedness of the inverse problem. We have demonstrated above that the viscida model (3.14) is well posed for both forward and inverse time, allowing us to determine initial profiles which would form a corner configuration at a later time. The full two-dimensional surface-tension-driven Stokes flow problem is undoubtedly ill posed when solved backwards in time, so our asymptotic simplification has had the fortuitous side effect of eliminating unstable high-wavenumber disturbances. In this section we show how this elimination occurs by considering separable solutions of the two-dimensional Stokes equations in a viscous strip of small but finite thickness.
In terms of suitable dimensionless variables, we may consider a viscous fluid which lies between x = 0 and x = 1 with thickness but make no assumptions yet about the magnitude of . We let the free surfaces be given by y = 2 + αe λt cos(nπx), y= − 2 ± αe λt cos(nπx), (6.1) where the positive sign corresponds to sinuous modes while the negative sign represents varicose solutions. Applying the symmetry boundary conditions at the ends u = ∂v ∂x = 0 (6.2) on x = 0, 1, we can seek solutions of the form
The Stokes equations (2.3)-(2.5) then imply that F 2 (y) satisfies
For varicose modes, the linearized versions of the kinematic and dynamic boundary conditions (2.7)-(2.9) provide
on y = ± /2, while for sinuous modes we must apply
Solving (6.4) subject to either (6.5) or (6.6) provides the respective dispersion relations for varicose and sinuous modes, namely,
As n → ∞ and the wavelength of the disturbances tends to zero, λ ∼ −nπ/2 for both varicose and sinuous solutions, and the problem is therefore ill posed for inverse time as expected. However, if we first take the "thin-viscida" limit → 0, we find that (6.10) so the high wavenumber sinuous modes are eliminated and the problem appears to be well posed for inverse time. Writing k = nπ we see that In Figure 6 .1 we show how F (k) tends to infinity at both small and large wavenumbers while possessing a minimum at k = k * ≈ 3.278. Hence there is a critical mode n = k * / π which decays most slowly at a rate F (k * )/ , where F (k) ≈ 2.35.
Conclusions.
We considered two-dimensional Stokes flow in a fluid sheet whose ends are held a fixed distance apart, driven by surface tension and an applied pressure. We chose a domain which has a thickness much smaller than its length so that it can be modeled as a thin viscida, and furthermore, we assumed that the radius of curvature is much greater than the center-line length so that its profile is almost flat.
We derived a simplified asymptotic model, generalizing that of [1] , comprising an intrinsic equation governing the evolution of the center-line of the viscida, while the viscida thickness remains constant. In the case where there is no applied pressure, we employed a change in time variable, after which we could write down the solution explicitly. The new variable is then related back to original time by an algebraic equation.
We proceeded to investigate the evolution of an initial profile containing a smoothed-off corner. We found that no adverse effects are generated by gradually increasing the curvature, and thus concluded that we can use our theory to predict the global behavior of a viscida containing localized regions of high curvature. We found that, on the timescale of interest, any corners initially present in the viscida persist for all time and are not smoothed out as we would perhaps have anticipated. For large positive time we found that an initial asymmetric profile evolves in such a way that the corner becomes symmetric, while for large negative time the entire profile assumes a symmetric configuration.
We then investigated a viscida whose ends are clamped, and found, somewhat surprisingly, that the governing equations still admit separable solutions when the ends are clamped at nonzero angles. As for the simply supported case, the viscida relaxes towards a flat sheet, though a small boundary layer near each end forms, in which the curvature becomes large, to satisfy the boundary conditions. The evolution in such regions is eventually described by the full two-dimensional Stokes equations, but any local behavior does not influence the global viscida evolution.
A pressure differential across the viscida was introduced, with the intention of investigating whether this offers any control in the evolution. The use of separable solutions in this case is problematic, and so we adopted a numerical approach. We found that in both the simply supported and clamped-end cases, application of a pressure accelerates the evolution towards the final state, which is no longer a straight line but a uniform arc. For negative time, the roles of positive and negative pressures are reversed: applying a positive pressure when time runs backwards has a qualitatively similar effect to a negative pressure when time increases.
We found that in both the simply supported and clamped-end cases, the profile relaxes towards the steady solution to the governing equations which satisfies the fixed-end constraints, except in small regions near the ends and near the corner, where the curvature is large. As in the earlier analysis, the evolution in these regions is eventually described by the full two-dimensional Stokes equations.
We note that our governing equation for the evolution of a simply supported viscida (4.7) is similar to the equation
where ∇ 2 denotes the Laplacian operator. The initial and boundary conditions posed for (7.1) are the same as those posed for solutions of the parabolic heat equation, which is obtained by setting λ = 0. The class of equations (7.1) are called pseudoparabolic equations [8] . Problems which are well posed for parabolic equations are also well posed for these equations.
As well as being an intriguing canonical fluid dynamics problem in its own right, the present study was conceived as a prototype for the fabrication of glass tubing whose final cross-section contains corners. The model considered here may be thought of as a local analysis of a corner region in the two-dimensional tube cross-section. The well posedness of our model as an inverse problem allows us to identify the die shape required to produce a final tubing with corner regions. Our result regarding the preservation of the corner is also significant, as this implies that corners present in the initial die will persist and not be smoothed out during the drawing process. Our simplified model also demonstrates how a pressure differential may be used to control the shape evolution but has no influence on the corner. Ultimately, the die shape required to produce tubing with a square cross-section may be found by coupling our model for the two-dimensional evolution of the cross-section with conservation equations for axial flow along the tube as described in [4, 5] .
